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About me:
● Security Engineer at Yahoo! 

by day
● EFF Technology Fellow (Let’s 

Encrypt, HTTPS Everywhere)
● That’s a real photo of me ->



Our story

??.??.1991
I was born!

09.??.1995
JavaScript released!

01.05.11
Wrote my first line of 
JavaScript.

08.19.15
Started investigating JS 
optimizer security as a 
side project.

08.23.15
Got bored and mostly 
stopped working on this 
project.





This talk is about JavaScript.
(sorry not sorry)



JAVASCRIPT



What runs JS?
● Browsers
● Servers (node/io.js)
● Soon: everything



Inspiration



PoC||GTFO 0x08 GET YOUR COPY TODAY
https://www.alchemistowl.org/pocorgtfo/

https://www.alchemistowl.org/pocorgtfo/
https://www.alchemistowl.org/pocorgtfo/


“No amount of source-level verification or scrutiny will 
protect you from using untrusted code. In demonstrating 
the possibility of this kind of attack, I picked on the C 
compiler. I could have picked on any program-handling 
program such as an assembler, a loader, or even 
hardware microcode. As the level of program gets lower, 
these bugs will be harder and harder to detect.”

Ken Thompson, Reflections on Trusting Trust (1984)



seen in the wild!



● Transpilers to JS exist for every major language
● JS sugar (CoffeeScript, Coco, LiveScript, Sibilant)
● Optimizers (Closure, Uglify)
● Static typing (Closure, Flow, TypeScript, asm.js)
● Language extensions (React’s JSX)
● ES6 -> ES5 converter (Babel)

more at https://github.com/jashkenas/coffeescript/wiki/list-of-languages-that-
compile-to-js 

JS isn’t “compiled,” but ...

https://github.com/jashkenas/coffeescript/wiki/list-of-languages-that-compile-to-js
https://github.com/jashkenas/coffeescript/wiki/list-of-languages-that-compile-to-js
https://github.com/jashkenas/coffeescript/wiki/list-of-languages-that-compile-to-js


Let’s get hackin’



Step 1: Pick a JS library



Who uses UglifyJS2?

gruntjs jquery

via grunt-contrib-uglify 
plugin

probably. either directly or 
upstream somewhere.

your company

used to build that jquery.
min.js file on ~70% of 

websites you visit

via collapsify-server

cloudflare

INSERT
OVERCROPPED
LOGO



i heard u like functions that construct constructors by passing their string forms into Function constructors!!

let’s git clone it



Step 2: Find an exploitable bug



Fixed in v2.4.24



DeMorgan’s Laws

“The negation of a conjunction is the disjunction of the 
negations.”

“The negation of a disjunction is the conjunction of the 
negations.”



Q: What’s your favorite wedding cake 
ingredient?

“It’s not vodka AND not whipped cream” 

“It’s not vodka OR whipped cream”

Q: What is a good drink to have on 
Wednesdays?

“One that does not contain vodka OR 
does not contain whipped cream”

“One that does not contain vodka AND 
whipped cream.” 



Using DeMorgan’s Laws for code compression

!a && !b && !c && !d

=> 20 characters :-(

!(a || b || c || d)

=> 19 characters!!1 :D



Caveat: only works for boolean expressions

> !false && 1 // returns an int

1

> !(false || !1) // boolean conversion

true



Step 3: exploit it

Hypothetical attack: 

1. Get reasonable-looking patches merged into jQuery (or 
any popular JS library that uses UglifyJS).

2. Some developers will build jQuery with vulnerable 
versions of UglifyJS.

3. Patches from #1 introduce backdoors into jQuery at 
minification time.



● Current stable jQuery release is 1.11.3
○ requires grunt-contrib-uglify 0.3.2

■ requires uglify-js ~2.4.0, satisfied by 2.4.23 
(vulnerable!)

● Building jquery with grunt uses DeMorgan’s Laws for 
compression by default



“If (some conditions are true), call the special removal handlers if there are any.”

Used in .off() method (removes event handlers)

jQuery 1.11.3: src/event.js, line 193:



Insert the backdoor

spliced is boolean after minification -> spliced.length === undefined -> (undefined > 0) === false

special event handlers never get called!



Tests pass with uglify-js@2.2.24!

maybe the maintainers will merge our pull request



Trigger the backdoor



Pre-minification



Post-minification



Wedding Favors

backdoored fork of jquery 1.11.3 + PoC: https://github.
com/diracdeltas/jquery

writeup with more examples: https://zyan.scripts.mit.
edu/blog/backdooring-js/

https://github.com/diracdeltas/jquery
https://github.com/diracdeltas/jquery
https://github.com/diracdeltas/jquery
https://zyan.scripts.mit.edu/blog/backdooring-js/
https://zyan.scripts.mit.edu/blog/backdooring-js/
https://zyan.scripts.mit.edu/blog/backdooring-js/


The After-Party



devs freaked out:
● Someone submitted a CVE request
● Assigned Ruby security advisory 

OSVDB-126747
● Assigned Node security advisory
● Long thread on debian-devel: https:

//lists.debian.org/debian-
devel/2015/08/msg00427.html 

● Debian draft proposal 
recommending against minification: 
https://wiki.debian.org/onlyjob/no-
minification

● Various libraries updated: grunt-
contrib-uglify, jquery, Cloudflare 
collapsify, etc.

https://lists.debian.org/debian-devel/2015/08/msg00427.html
https://lists.debian.org/debian-devel/2015/08/msg00427.html
https://lists.debian.org/debian-devel/2015/08/msg00427.html
https://lists.debian.org/debian-devel/2015/08/msg00427.html
https://wiki.debian.org/onlyjob/no-minification
https://wiki.debian.org/onlyjob/no-minification
https://wiki.debian.org/onlyjob/no-minification


Freaking out does not 
scale well

Most JS transformers I looked at could be 
exploited in the same way (including 
Babel and CoffeeScript transpilers).



Lessons learned so far:

1. Don’t optimize unless you have to.
2. Run tests post-minification & other processing. Check if 

your CDN (ex: Cloudflare) is minifying files for you.
3. Even well-reviewed JS libraries probably depend on 

sketchy code.



Things to do while you’re here

Audit popular JS modules & build 
tools
The equivalents of the C compiler for JS 
are not nearly as well-reviewed.

Flag security issues
JS library maintainers might not realize 
when a bug is a security issue, so fixes 
trickle slowly through the dependency 
graph.

Minimize third-party dependencies
Probably won’t happen though.



Thanks!
yan@eff.org

Twitter: @bcrypt

mailto:yan@eff.org
mailto:yan@eff.org

